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  Demo | Landing Page Demo | Buy Now! I'm very glad to announce my newest Xoops
premium theme: OnFocus. OnFocus[/b] is a commercial premium theme constructed over 
xThemes and Common Utilities achieving amazing results in its functionallity and appearance. 
OnFocus, as every theme created with xThemes, follow the philosophy "everything is a
module", due this, the theme is integrated with MyWords and QuickPages. 

Features

Next is a non-extensive list of included features: - Fully responsive - Supports unlimited color
combinations - A very flexibler slider posts in cover - Flexible featured posts area - 3 different
basic styles for cover - Up to 12 different combinations for cover - 4 brand new blocks ready to
use with the block manager - 3 different menus - Colors and backgrounds fully customizable -
Supports fonts from Google Fonts® - 3 zones for blocks: central, right and footer - Fully
configurable news ticker - Comprehensive configuration panel - Awesome landing page
included - Supports Google Custom Search - Multilanguage support (included es, pt-BR, en
and fr) - and more ... The theme includes docs in English and Spanish. Free support for topics
directly related to theme (modules and Xoops are excluded) and free for life updates. 

Requirements

- Xoops (of course) - Common Utilities - MyWords - xThemes - QuickPages - AdvancedForms
Plugin 
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